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Fair Housing Law:  
Overview & Hot Topics

Elisabeth (Lisa) Shu
Of Counsel
McLean, VA

Angela M. Sekerka
Of Counsel
Chicago

Overview of Fair Housing Act (“FHA”) and 
Fair Housing Amendments Act (“FHAA”)

The Fair Housing Act:

• Prohibits discrimination of protected 
classes

• Prohibits retaliation against a person 
exercising fair housing rights

• Allows a successful plaintiff to recover 
actual damages, injunctive relief and 
attorney’s fees; punitive damages also 
recoverable.
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HUD Expands FHAA Protections – Sex 

• HUD recently announced expansion of FHAA 
protections to incorporate sexual orientation and 
gender identity under the protected class of “sex” in 
accordance with Biden’s Executive Order 13988 on 
Preventing Combating Discrimination on the Basis 
of Gender Identity or Sexual Orientation 

• HUD offices and recipients of HUD funds have been 
directed to enforce the Act accordingly. 
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Overview of Fair Housing 
Amendments Act (“FHAA”) – Disability

• FHA was amended twice and now includes disability  

• Prevents unlawful discrimination (e.g. refusal to make reasonable 
accommodations in rules, policies, practices, or services resulting in 
a denial of equal opportunity for an individual to use and enjoy a 
dwelling. 42 U.S.C.S. § 3604(f)(3)(B).)

• Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) serves as basis for defining 
“reasonable accommodation”

• Request for a reasonable accommodation does not need to be in 
writing

• Delays is request responses can be construed as failure to provide 
the accommodation

• https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/crt/legacy/2010/12/14/joint_
statement_ra.pdf
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Overview of Fair Housing 
Amendments Act (“FHAA”) – Disability 

• Reasonable modification is accommodation 
involving structural change to a premises 
occupied/to be occupied by person with a 
disability for equal enjoyment of space

• Modification must have reasonable 
connection to disability 

• Tenant may have to pay for the modification 

• If housing provider receives federal aid, it is 
subject to the more stringent Section 504 of 
the Rehabilitation Act

• https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/reasonab
le_modifications_mar08.pdf
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Differences with state fair housing laws

• Most states and some cities have own housing 
discrimination laws, and housing providers must comply 
with federal state and local laws

• Broader laws at the state and local level

• Protected classes may also include: 
– pregnancy, ancestry, age, order of protection status, marital status, 

veteran status, unfavorable military discharge, source of income, 
and victim of domestic violence

• Sampling of states with expanded protected classes 
include Illinois, Florida, Hawaii, New York, New Jersey, 
Connecticut, Maryland, Virginia, California, Wisconsin 
(and also the District of Columbia)
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Differences with state fair housing laws

• Seattle, Washington, prohibits all of the federal protected classifications as well as housing 
discrimination based on age, creed, marital status, parental status, military status, criminal 
history, breastfeeding in a public place, and political ideology.  

• Most states prohibit discrimination based on source of income.

• It is very important to be aware of the state fair housing laws in all states in which you 
practice. 
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HUD Complaint Statistics 
& The Complaint Process

• Most charges filed allege disability discrimination.

• In 2017, 57% of complaints alleged disability discrimination; 19% alleged race discrimination; 
9% alleged familial status discrimination.

• HUD complaints must be filed within one year of the last date of alleged housing 
discrimination.

• FHA claims can also be filed directly in court within two years of the alleged discriminatory 
housing practice.  This two-year period is tolled during the time the case is pending with 
HUD.

• The complaint will be served on the property, which will generally have 10 days to respond, 
although extensions are routinely granted.  An investigator will be assigned and will conduct 
an investigation.

• Conciliation will be simultaneously attempted.
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Assistance Animals as 
Reasonable Accommodations for Disabilities

• FHAA governs use of service or emotional 
support animals

• Section 504 governs use of support 
animals for recipients of federal financial 
aid

• More freedom granted to private housing 
providers subject to FHAA on control of 
their sale and rental practices than those 
that are public or receiving federal aid

• FHAA and HUD do not provide definition 
applicable to private landlords regarding 
– HUD has furnished guidance on what it considers to be 

an “assistance animal” that has applied
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Assistance Animals as 
Reasonable Accommodations for Disabilities

• Key differences between service 
and emotional support animals
– Service animals: trained to perform 

tasks/functions to benefit person in need

– Emotional support animals: provide 
therapeutic benefit with no training 
necessary

• Both are “assistance animals” per 
HUD

• We do not recommend asking 
residents what type of assistance 
animal they may have
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Assistance Animals as 
Reasonable Accommodations for Disabilities

• The case law is clear that service or support animals are not confined to 
dogs or cats. 

• Do not refer to assistance animal as “pet”

• HUD’s issued most recent guidance January,2020.
– https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/PA/documents/HUDAsstAnimalNC1-28- 2020.pdf
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Assistance Animals as 
Reasonable Accommodations for Disabilities

• All housing providers must provide reasonable accommodations to people with disabilities 
who have assistance animals

• Assistance animals” (which includes service animals, emotional support animals (“ESAs”) 
and companion animals) under the FHA/ FHAA and Section 504 not required to be 
individually trained or certified  

• HUD’s memo also notes that “breed, size, and weight limitations may not be applied to an 
assistance animal,” 

• When can a housing provider deny a request for an assistance animal? 
1) the animal poses a direct threat to the health or safety of others that cannot be reduced or eliminated by another reasonable 

accommodation; 

2) the animal would cause substantial physical damage to the property of others that cannot be reduced or eliminated by another 
reasonable accommodation.
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Assistance Animals as 
Reasonable Accommodations for Disabilities

• Another reason for denial of 
accommodation: there is an undue 
financial or administrative burden to 
housing provider’s operations

• Housing providers can request 
verification of disability

• Once provided, must permit the 
assistance animal, without fees, unless 
the animal fits an exception

• Important to have consistency in request 
process
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Assistance Animals as 
Reasonable Accommodations for Disabilities

• Even if the animal does fall into one of 
those exceptions, the provider must 
explore whether or not another 
reasonable accommodation could 
reduce or eliminate the threat at hand. 

• Either way, housing providers should 
expect thorough investigations in all of 
these cases, as courts and 
administrative agencies tend to 
investigate them aggressively in a very 
fact-specific manner. 
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Disparate Impact Housing Discrimination

• FHA prohibits practices that have an unjustified discriminatory effect, 
regardless of whether there was an intent to discriminate
– case law / 2013 HUD regulation expected to be reinstated

• Burden-shifting test:
– (1) Prima facie case that practice results in, or would predictably result in, a 

discriminatory effect on the basis of a protected characteristic; (2) if so, must be 
evidence that practice necessary to achieve substantial, legitimate, 
nondiscriminatory interest; (3) even then, liability if proved that this interest could 
be served by a practice with a less discriminatory effect
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Disparate Impact Housing Discrimination

• Expect increased enforcement efforts based on disparate impact of policies
– 2013 Regulation vs. 2020 Rule

– 2021 Executive Order

• Types of practices challenged as discriminatory based on disparate impact
– Criminal background checks, automated credit checks / AI to predict credit worthiness 

(disproportionately impact blacks/Latinos)

• Evaluate whether policies are necessary and neutral
– If not neutral, determine whether there is another practice that would protect the same interest with 

less discriminatory impact 

– Consider individual review of applications / decisions suggested by third party qualification services 
that typically are automated
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Use of Criminal Background Checks 
in Housing Decisions

• HUD announced new guidance that blanket policies that would deny housing to individuals with 
criminal backgrounds are likely to violate FHA and examine if policies appear to impact any 
protected class

• Under HUD’s new guidance, a housing provider must now articulate “a substantial, legitimate, 
nondiscriminatory interest” in denying housing to a prospective resident with a criminal 
background and should evaluate whether that interest “could be served by another practice that 
has a less discriminatory effect.”
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Use of Criminal Background Checks 
in Housing Decisions

• To comply with this standard, HUD makes the 
following recommendations:
– (1) Housing providers should only consider convictions 

rather than arrests 

– (2) when considering convictions, the housing provider 
should not implement a ban that is, or appears to be, 
arbitrary or overly broad in order to prove its policy 
distinguishses between criminal conduct and risk to 
safety and/or property 

• HUD suggests that individual assessments 
may reduce the discriminatory disparate impact 
over blanket policies
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Occupancy Standards

• Strict two-person per bedroom requirements are 
not recommended, per HUD’s “Keating Memo”

• This 1991 memo has become the accepted 
guidance on occupancy standards

• This is governed by HUD’s “Keating Memo,” a 
1991 memo which states a two person 
occupancy per room can be considered 
reasonable under the FHA, but investigators 
should not use this standard alone to determin if 
an occupancy standard is discriminatory 

• HUD expanded guidance in 1998 to list other 
factors for investigators to consider
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Source-of-Income Discrimination
Housing Vouchers

• States and localities are enacting enhanced fair housing laws to prohibit 
source-of-income discrimination

– Connecticut, District of Columbia, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, 
New York, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Vermont, Washington

– Multiple cities and counties in California, Florida, Maryland, New York, Illinois, 
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
Tennessee, Washington, Wisconsin

• Ensures that recipients of housing vouchers and other aid are not excluded 
from housing opportunities – which would go against the purpose of these 
programs
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Source-of-Income Discrimination 
Housing Vouchers

• Pitfalls in such jurisdictions:
– Employment requirements

– Income requirements (e.g. 3x rent required)

• Should only be applied to portion of rent not covered by voucher or subsidy

• (e.g. rent = $2K, voucher is $1,800, and tenant is responsible for paying $200 – income 
requirement is $200 x 3 or $7,200 / year but can be from any source not just 
employment)

– Refusal to accept Section 8 vouchers or SSI or subsidies

– Advertising that vouchers not accepted

• Review policies and websites
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Testers

• Testers pose as buyers or renters to gather 
information on whether or not a housing provider is 
complying with fair housing laws

• The Supreme Court first ruled in 1981 that testers 
who receive misrepresentations from renters, 
sellers, or brokers of real estate have standing to 
sue under the FHA (what is referred to as 
organizational standing). Havens Realty Corp. v. 
Coleman, 455 U.S. 363 (1981).

• Fair housing testers may use secret video and 
audio-recording devices as evidence.

• Testers can no longer “hide” test reports (from 
HUD) that contain results favorable to Respondents

22
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Sexual Harassment in Housing Initiative

• Department of Justice’s Civil Rights Division announced its Sexual Harassment in 
Housing Initiative in 2018

• New initiative allows DOJ to intervene in fair housing cases whenever there is alleged to 
be a pattern or practice of sexual harassment of tenants

• DOJ has unique authority in pattern and practice cases, which allows it to pursue a case 
within three years of the DOJ becoming aware of the allegations

• DOJ can seek relief in court including injunctive relief, such as requirements for training 
and policy changes, monetary damages and civil penalties.

• The department can share sexual harassment complaint data with HUD.
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Fair Housing in the COVID-19 Era:
Special Considerations

• Some states’ fair housing laws ban discrimination against individuals because of a perceived 
connection between race, national origin, or disability and COVID-19.

• Whether or not individuals who test positive for COVID-19 are protected under the fair housing laws 
(under disability) is an open question, so proceed with caution. 

• Exercise caution concerning what you tell residents about anyone diagnosed with COVID-19, as all 
disability-related information must be kept confidential.

• General notices of positive cases in a community should be fine; names and unit numbers should not 
be disclosed.

• You should not ask residents or prospective residents if they have COVID-19 or if they have been 
exposed to COVID-19.

• You can require that residents and guests follow social distancing guidelines, limit the number of 
people who can ride the elevator or be in a common area at one time, and otherwise insist on safety 
measures recommended or required by state and public health officials.
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Questions?
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Education
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Languages Spoken

Italian

Angela M.
Sekerka
Of Counsel

 

   

Contact

p. 312.821.6171
f.  312.704.1522
angela.sekerka@wilsonelser.com

   

Employment & Labor

Employee Bene�ts

Bars
Illinois

Courts
U.S. District Court, Northern District of
Illinois

American Bar Association

DePaul University College of Law, J.D.,
2005

Indiana University, B.A., 1999

Angela McManus Sekerka concentrates her practice in employment and housing
discrimination law. She has successfully defended numerous employers and property
management companies against charges of discrimination �led with the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC), the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD),
and numerous state administrative agencies throughout the country. Angela’s employment
work has involved race, color, sex, national origin, age and religious discrimination; sexual
harassment; disability discrimination; familial status and source of income; and equal pay
violations. She has also provided advice and counseling to clients on employment matters
and reviewed and assisted employers in drafting employee handbooks and other
employment-related policies and procedures.

Angela has received dismissals in hundreds of cases and achieved favorable settlements for
her clients at mediations before the EEOC, HUD and various state agencies. Additionally, she
has defended employers and management companies in litigation before the U.S. District
Court for the Northern District of Illinois. She has also handled hundreds of employment-
practices liability and housing discrimination cases before federal and state administrative
agencies.

Angela worked in sales for three years prior to attending law school. Her client base consists
primarily of insurance companies, employers, property managers and property management
companies.  She has represented a wide range of businesses in connection with her
employment law practice, from small family-owned construction companies to large multi-
state corporations.
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Elisabeth (Lisa)
Shu
Of Counsel

 

   

Contact

p. 703.852.7793
f.  703.245.9301
lisa.shu@wilsonelser.com

   

Commercial Litigation

Complex Tort & General
Casualty

Employment & Labor

Fair Housing & Discrimination
Claims

Bars
District of Columbia, Virginia

Courts
Supreme Court of the United States

U.S. Court of Federal Claims

U.S. District Court, District of Columbia

U.S. District Court, District of Maryland

U.S. District Court, Eastern District of
Virginia

U.S. District Court, Western District of
Virginia

Selected for inclusion in Virgina
Super Lawyers, Rising Stars, 2018 
Selected for inclusion in
Washington DC Super Lawyers,
Rising Stars, 2014−2018 
Capital Pro Bono High Honor Roll,
District of Columbia Bar
Association, 2012−2013 
Capital Pro Bono Honor Roll,
District of Columbia Bar
Association, 2011, 2014 
Legal Elite, Corporate America
Magazine, 2015

Lisa Shu is a litigator with a proven track record of successfully defending her clients against
claims arising out of housing, employment or other business relationships. Her practice
centers mainly on resolving disputes related to discrimination and retaliation claims before
various federal and state agencies, employment agreements, covenants not to compete, and
wrongful termination and tenant disputes.

Lisa has successfully defended a number of employers and property management companies
against charges of discrimination and retaliation �led with the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC), the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD),
and numerous local, state and federal agencies throughout the country. Claims before these
agencies and courts included those based on race (including hair texture and style), color, sex
(including sexual orientation and gender identity), national origin, age, disability, familial
status, pregnancy, source of income and religion; sexual harassment; failure to
accommodate; and equal pay violations.

Lisa has received dismissals and achieved favorable settlements in hundreds of cases before
the EEOC, HUD and various local and state agencies on behalf of employers and property
management companies. In addition, she has defended employers, management companies
and property owners in litigation in state and federal courts in Virginia, the District of
Columbia and Maryland (pro hac).

In addition, Lisa has broad-based business litigation experience defending clients in
multimillion-dollar disputes ranging from trade secret matters to contractual and product
liability cases. Prior to joining Wilson Elser, she worked at a major law �rm in Washington,
D.C. defending government contractors against allegations of wrongdoing during
procurement and contract management. Lisa maintains a winning record in the cases she has
tried before a judge or jury in state and federal courts.

Lisa excels at developing a narrative and case strategy that advances each client’s position in
a cost-e�ective manner. Beginning as soon as a dispute is anticipated, she works with her
clients and their key personnel to get to the heart of the matter − identifying key issues and
strategies for achieving a positive case outcome. She proceeds through discovery and interim
adversarial processes with a focus on helping to ensure ultimate success at trial when
necessary.

Areas of Focus
Employment Law 
Lisa represents employers in a wide variety of discrimination, retaliation and harassment
cases. In addition to her litigation practice, Lisa counsels clients on employment-related
issues and policies, including whistleblower protections, equal employment opportunity (EEO)
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Education

Certi�cations/Licenses

University of Virginia School of Law,
J.D., 2007

University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, B.A., 2002

and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliance, personnel actions, and employee
handbooks and policies.

Tenant Discrimination 
Lisa represents property management companies and owners in a wide variety of cases,
including claims alleging discriminatory advertising and source-of-income discrimination. In
addition to her practice before agencies and courts, Lisa counsels clients on numerous issues
including fair housing law compliance, policies, tenant disputes and reasonable
accommodations. Lisa also provides training to housing providers on compliance with federal
and state fair housing laws.

Business Litigation 
Lisa primarily focuses on resolving statutory, contractual and tort-related disputes arising out
of the employer-employee relationship. Her representative matters include statutory
conspiracy, unfair competition, breach of restrictive covenants, breach of �duciary duty and
fraud claims. She also has represented companies in bid protests, False Claims Act and
environmental challenges.

Representative Matters
Obtained a complete jury verdict in favor of a corporate defendant in a $30 million
misappropriation of trade secrets lawsuit following a three-week trial in Virginia circuit court.

Successfully resolved employment disputes involving claims of discrimination and/or other
violations of employment laws through settlement negotiations and courtroom advocacy.

Obtained complete summary judgment in a breach of contract matter in U.S. district court
and successfully pursued enforcement.
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